
WRITING A NEWS ARTICLE WORKSHEET

The key elements of a News Report are: 1. Headline. âž¢ Catches your attention. âž¢ Sums up the story. 2. Byline. âž¢
Writer's name. âž¢ Writer's Specialty, e.g. sports.

If your students are not quite at this level yet, consider an alternative worksheet to use in your classroom. Each
picture, graph or illustration should have a caption describing or explaining it. You can put the articles of all
the students in the classroom together to make your own classroom newspaper! If they are true to their service,
this value is something they could not dare easily give up on. The most important news articles are on the first
page; the top half of the first page is referred to as "above the fold. Credibility is what makes a journalist and
the news he or she writes on a newspaper reliable. Use active verbs for example: Man bites dog and not
passive verbs for example: Dog bitten by man. Read them all, then write your own articles modeled after
them. There are currently 39 worksheets in this category with more being added regularly. Remember, this is
just a foundation upon which to build your story. The owner of a newspaper is called the publisher. Structure
of a Newspaper Article Each newspaper article has a title called the headline that is set in large type.
Synonyms for newspaper are paper and rag this is a disparaging term. Sports section. Then jot down ideas for
the following six sections. Opening quotation What will give the reader a sense of the people involved and
what they are thinking? The first paragraph should also contain a hook, something that grabs the reader's
attention and makes the reader want to read the rest of the article. If and how you include newspaper English
in your lessons is entirely up to you and depends a lot on your students. Also, since everyone does not have
the time to verify the information they have read, they do not have to make an in-depth checking and
verification of the information that is mentioned in the newspapers. The reporter's opinions should not appear
in the article - only the facts. Although a news story can be creative and entertaining, too. You have to tell
your readers where and when this story is happening. A newspaper is a daily or weekly publication that
contains news articles, editorials, and other items. Introduction Which facts and figures will ground your
story? Before you begin, read and analyze some newpaper articles to see how professional reporters write. The
Basic Story Outline The best way to structure a newspaper article is to first write an outline. You can even add
advertisements for made-up products. This gives students more practice as well as some input on the content
of their course. There are a lot of people who get easily fooled with a lot of fake news that you can easily can
find on Facebook pages and on blogs because most of them are constructed in really good grammar however,
there is still some fake news that has glaring bad grammar and would not even check and verify the made-up
information written in it. But it is commonly spread in online social media because it does not cost a lot of
money to publish; all you need to have is an internet connection, a phone or a laptop, and a mind made up of
blinded and biased views. Lifestyle section - often containing feature articles non-news general interest pieces,
for example, an article on stamp collecting or visiting New York City , entertainment, travel, fashion
information, cooking, useful household hints, advice columns, the comics, puzzles, and reviews of movies and
books. The remainder of the article contains supporting paragraphs that go into more detail about the topic,
often including quotes and interesting facts. With more advanced classes, you can encourage your students to
read English newspapers outside of class and even submit ones that they think are interesting for you to
consider using as part of a lesson. Lead sentence Grab and hook your reader right away. This gives everyone
the assurance that the news they read in newspapers is not just made-up. Before newspapers get circulated
around, it has been carefully edited grammar-wise and the information acquired by journalists in order to have
something to report and inform the public about is not just from any sources. The editor is in charge of the
content. The less important information should appear later in the article, since the article may be cropped
shortened by the editor the person who puts the newspaper together to make the article fit on the newspaper
page. A lot of people would think that it is easy to fool journalists with money because journalists are not
really not paid that much despite the fact that their jobs can get dangerous especially when their beats are in
dangerous places like in war-torn countries and in the government.


